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This space is where you can expound on why
this was created - by whom and for what purpose.
You can include details like your deliverables, work
processes and timeline,
your company policies, or the team behind
the project. It can be formal or conversational
- it's up to you!

Your main content goes here. Feel free to use
long paragraphs, or break them up into shorter
ones with subheadings. Adding graphic elements
can also give detail and depth to a text-heavy
document. Use whatever will help get your main
discussion points across.

Holly Soffer
Attorney, Kellis Soffer LLC

Hello
there!
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Your
client
journey
This space could contain the story
behind the publication. Share interesting facts
about your background or career.
You can also talk about your experience while
getting the book together. A direct quote is
another option!

A magazine is a periodical publication, which
can either be printed or published
electronically. It is issued regularly,
usually every week or every month, and
it contains a variety of content. This can
include articles, stories, photographs,
and advertisements.

To create your own, choose a topic that
interests you. It can be anything from fashion
and beauty to travel and the
news. Once you have your overall theme, you
can start brainstorming the content. 

"Think about what

your audience

would be interested

in and get writing!

Choose engaging

photos and graphics

to accompany your

words, as these

also help catch

your audience's eye."
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Why Work with Me
We are committed to providing you with responsive, interactive, and personalized
legal services, at a reasonable cost. We believe in building long-term partnerships
with our clients. The mutual respect and trust generated by these relationships is our
primary goal. We measure our success by our clients' satisfaction. We are always
available to discuss your case with you personally.
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LET'S CONNECT

OFFICE HOURS

M - W  9:00am - 5:00pm EST

LINKED IN

WEBSITE
www.KellisSoffer.com

Holly Soffer, Esq.
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Choose a topic that interests you. It can
be anything from fashion and beauty to
travel and the news.

RESPONSIVE

Once you have your overall theme,
start brainstorming the content.
Design a memorable masthead with
an equally memorable name.

SIGN THE CONTRACT

A good masthead captures the
essence of your magazine, so it
needs to be flexible, meaningful,
and consistent for future issues.

PAY YOUR INVESTMENT

Appeal to your audience, choose
the right fonts and images, and
you'll have a magazine people will
remember for years to come. Include
photos and graphics to match. 

RECEIVE YOUR ACCESS 

at Your
Service

CONTACT DETAILS

(215) 244-1045
HK@KellisSoffer.com

Yardley, PA
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overview of
practice areas

1

2

3

Product/Service Offerings 
You can use this portion to briefly
explain what your client can expect from
you. It can be in the form of bullet points
or a short, descriptive paragraph.

Product/Service Offerings 
Appeal to your audience, choose
the right fonts and images, and
you'll have a magazine people will
remember for years to come. Add
photos and graphics to match. 

Product/Service Offerings 
Think about what your client needs and
would be interested in. Again, choose
engaging photos and graphics as these
also help catch your audience's eye.
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Contracts

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

You can use this portion to briefly explain what
your client can expect from you.

It can be in the form of bullet points or a short,
descriptive paragraph.

Adding graphics can also give detail and depth
to a text-heavy document. 

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

$4,200

YOUR INVESTMENT

This space could contain the story behind the publication.
Share interesting facts about your background or career.
You can also talk about your experience while getting the
book together.  
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Entities

This space could contain the
story behind the publication.
Share interesting facts about
your journey. You can also talk
about your experience while
getting the book together.  A
direct quote is another option!

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

$3,200

YOUR INVESTMENT

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

You can use this portion to
briefly explain what your client
can expect from you.

It can be in the form of bullet
points or a short, descriptive
paragraph.

Adding graphics can also give
detail and depth to a text-heavy
document. 
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LET'S WORK TOGETHER

Legislati
ve
putreach

$17,200

8,000

TOTAL VALUE:

YOUR INVESTMENT

SUMMARY:

3mo. 1/1 Exclusive weekly
live coaching

You can use this portion to briefly explain
what your client can expect.

It can be in the form of bullet points
or a short, descriptive paragraph.

Adding graphics can give detail and
depth to a text-heavy document. 
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Additional
Services

$100This is where you can provide
additional services and/or products
to your clients.

Additional
Services

$200This is where you can provide
additional services and/or products
to your clients.

Additional
Services

$300This is where you can provide
additional services and/or products
to your clients.

Additional
Services
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Think about what your

audience would be

interested in and get

writing! Again, choose

engaging photos and

graphics to accompany

your words, as these

also help catch your

audience's eye.- HOLLY
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Testimonials

Anthony DiUlio

Sarah Parker

"Testimonials are short quotes from people
who love your brand. It's a great way to
convince customers to try your services."

"Holly's dedication to her clients is evident.
Working with her definitely feels like a true
collaboration.

Trust and reliability are important to me when
working with any attorney, and Holly delivers."
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Testimonials

Anthony DiUlio

Sarah Parker

Francisco

Andrade

"Testimonials are short quotes from people
who love your brand. It's a great way to
convince customers to try your services."

"Holly's dedication to her clients is evident.
Working with her definitely feels like a true
collaboration.

Trust and reliability are important to me when
working with any attorney, and Holly delivers."

"Testimonials are short quotes from people
who love your brand. It's a great way to
convince customers to try your services."
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FAQ's
Write one of the frequently asked questions.

Write one of the frequently asked questions.

Write one of the frequently asked questions.

Write one of the frequently asked questions.

Write one of the frequently asked questions.

Use this space to provide your answer. You can add details or examples to help
your reader along! Adding graphic.

Use this space to provide your answer. You can add details or examples to help
your reader along! Adding graphic.

Use this space to provide your answer. You can add details or examples to help
your reader along! Adding graphic.

Use this space to provide your answer. You can add details or examples to help
your reader along! Adding graphic.

Use this space to provide your answer. You can add details or examples to help
your reader along! Adding graphic.
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Holly Soffer

SCHEDULE A CALL LEARN MORE

Wrap up the document here. This
space can be used for a quick

knowledge check, feedback, summary
or conclusion. Share links to your

website or social channels, so clients
will know how to easily reach you.

Your main content goes here. Feel free to use long paragraphs, or break them up into
shorter ones with subheadings. 

Adding graphic elements can also give detail and depth to a text-heavy document.
Be as creative as you want! Use whatever will help get your main discussion points
across.

Let's Get Started!

HK@KellisSoffer.com
www.reallygreatsite.com
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